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About This Software

Overview
MindTex is a normal map generation utility for game developers and 3d professionals. Built to rival the competition in quality
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Does the job.. Great software, creates many different style maps very easily.. This program is decent, i say decent cause it
makes good normal maps and there is a reasonable amount of control to influence the normal maps, though i would like a bit
more control over them. Specular and gloss maps are nice too and height maps are very good, also enough control to shape the
height maps. However, diffuse maps are totally destroyed if you compare them to the original diffuse, it is obvious due to the
use of a bad codec to save the jpg file. The diffuse that gets saved is grainy and aliased and just looks bad, luckily i mostly make
the secondary maps out of a perfect diffuse map, so i always have my source diffuse map, so there is no problem with the
diffuse being saved bad for me. I'd say it's not yet a professional package, although it might be considered semi-pro, it does it's
job pretty well, still there is room for improvement. Overall i like it and it's easy to work with, everything can be tweaked with a
visual 3d representation, although i did not notice any change in the real time view when i tweaked the gloss maps. I'd give it a 7
out of 10, but it sure has potential to grow into something great.. So much better than the first MindTex. The UI is a lot
intuitive.. Went up in price, but still worth it. No competition in this price range at all. It's just too damn easy to use.. It would be
a shame not to buy it.. no update till now :c. This used to be a really handy multi-texture map generator tool for stuff like
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normal, ao, spec, etc that was very fast and helpful especially for game development stuff. However, in it's current state after
several tries and several workarounds I have found that recently it is not working on Windows 10 on my end though others claim
it works so perhaps it is different for some people it seems. At this point I personally cannot recommend it until the problem is
fully resolved and I do not recommend buying it at least until I know and can verify it's working 100% again. It has forced me to
use Mindtex 1 which is okay but not as good nor as finetuned and also leaving me looking for other affordable or free
alternatives for the time being which is extremely upsetting. As the saying goes you get what you pay for. I have since moved to
ShaderMap which I like a lot better, it can do way more even though it is double the price but well worth the switch.. Very good,
lightweight software that does exactly what it says on the tin. A fraction of the price of CrazyBump for the exact same package.
Makes making textures from photos easy and quick! My only wish is that MindTex allowed you to preview your displacement
maps with tesselation.
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